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Heard on the Street

Talk to us on our blog or on Twitter.

L

V i e w m o r e p h o t o s o f t h e L i v i n g Wa l l s .

ast month, we highlighted the VGM Living Wall. While in Atlanta
a couple of weeks ago attending the CNU conference, we had
the opportunity to photograph both the VGM (exterior) and Terra
Screen (interior) living wall systems. The Atlanta Botanical Gardens
uses the VGM Living Wall in their Outdoor Kitchen Demonstration
Area and the Terra Screen Living Wall
in their prized Orchid Gallery.
To view more photos on our web
site, click Living Walls.

what’s new

T

he summer season is officially in full swing. One of the most
celebrated traditions of the season is sidewalk and patio dining.
Everyone would agree that outdoor dining can create a challenge
when the chairs and tables have been exposed to the sun for an
extended period of time. We have just the solution — Electrotherm
and Thermosint coating systems from the Kettler Collection. After
extended exposure to the sun, products finished with Electrotherm
coating system is 20% cooler than products using conventional powder coated paint. The Thermosint
coating system keeps products approximately 50% cooler than conventional powder coated paint after
extended exposure to the sun. Electrotherm and Thermosint coating is also 3x and 8x thicker than a
powder coated finish. The Electrotherm coating systems has a three year anti-rust warranty and
Thermosint coating systems has a five year anti-rust warranty. Electrotherm and Thermosint products
are available for immediate shipment.

We have only 16 St. Charles
fiberglass planters left! They
are brand new and waiting to
make someone very happy.
At $350 each, they’re a great
bargain. 36" x 24" x 24", light grey

I

n Clubhouses, community centers and swimming pools, across the country, sun worshippers can
now support the environmental movement in style with the ECO Ocean Comfort series. The ECO
Ocean Comfort series is a complete package of tables, chairs, bar stools and loungers made of 90%
post-consumer materials. This product is built to last with metal to metal connections, UV inhibitors and
a 20 year warranty. The Oceans Comfort series has a short two to three week lead time.

B

icycling is at its peak during the summer months.
Check out the following products!

The Meter Hitch is a brilliant
idea that converts parking
meters into a bicycle racks.
Simply remove the meter
head, slide the meter hitch
over the meter pole, then
replace the meter head.
You’ve now maximized
your bicycle parking.

The
Swerve
is great
for both
bicycles
and scooters and is available as
individual or multiple connected
units mounted to a rail system.

Speaking of bicycle parking, many
urban development authorities,
neighborhood retail districts and
transportation agencies have
begun to look more seriously
at bicycle shelters and bicycle
parking stations. Here’s a
specification illustration for one
of our bicycle shelter/parking
stations. Have you designed a
bicycle shelter or parking station
and need budget numbers?

Call us, we can help you with
pricing and fabrication costs.
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